Powerful Network Solutions
Return People to Work,
to Play, to Life
NETWORK SOLUTIONS YOU CAN TRUST
Coventry offers the industry’s largest directly
contracted network, leveraging more than 30
years of industry experience, knowledge, and
data analytics.

INTEGRATION
• Network integration with bill review, clinical programs, DME, and PBM
• Care coordination with providers drives better outcomes for injured workers
• Advanced coordination and management of care into the provider network

VALUE
• Purchasing power of a large single-source network company
• Best-in-class online management tools
• Strong proactive and collaborative approach with regulators

Network providers
credentialed to NCQA
standards & backed by
our QA team

EXPERTISE
• Internal analytics and development translates into an
unmatched depth and breadth of knowledgeable resources
• Exceptional customer service and account management
• Collaboration, communication, and provider education

Network provider
education on state &
network requirements

CHOICE
• Solutions to meet the needs of all buyers
• Broad-based national network, state-certified
networks, outcomes-based network program,
customized and specialty network options available

Dedicated Regulatory
team ensures TX HCN,
CA MPN, & IL PPP
regulations are followed

To learn more about Coventry's network solutions
contact us at info@cvty.com or 800-790-8662.

MORE CHOICES, MORE FLEXIBILITY
We're uniquely positioned to deliver exceptional network
access solutions. Whether you’re looking for the industry’s
largest directly contracted network, an outcomes-based
solution, a state-certified solution, or even an auto
network — we’ve got you covered.

1 THE COVENTRY INTEGRATED NETWORK provides access to the largest workers’ comp
and auto national provider network in the industry. Our dedicated network-contracting resources
manage workers’ comp and auto-specific contracts to secure the best renegotiated rates.
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COVENTRY’S OUTCOMES-BASED NETWORK program provides a channeling mechanism
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CERTIFIED NETWORK PROGRAMS in 14 states are designed to closely manage workers’ comp
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COMPLEMENTARY SPECIALTY NETWORKS meet your pharmacy, DME, and ancillary service needs.

to health care providers who demonstrate a depth of experience in treating workers’ comp injuries
and exhibit consistently better measures of clinical outcomes, medical utilization, pharmacy utilization,
return-to-work, and financial outcomes when compared with their peers.

injuries, costs, and return-to-work outcomes without compromising quality of care. We monitor legislative
and regulatory changes to ensure continued compliance and identify opportunities for program
enhancements and modifications.
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FIRST SCRIPT PBM program offers a variety of network components to ensure our clients capture
all pharmacy transactions regardless of dispensing source. Our network includes 69,000 retail
pharmacies, mail-order pharmacies, and extended networks.
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DMEPLUS offers a one-stop shop for all durable medical equipment and ancillary services, clinical
oversight our competitors can’t match, and a national provider network.

Nurse Triage | Case Management
Utilization Review | Networks
Independent Medical Exams | Pharmacy
DME & Ancillary Services | Bill Review

To learn more about Coventry's network solutions
contact us at info@cvty.com or 800-790-8662.

